CORE COMPETENCIES

FOR TODAY’S BUSINESS CHALLENGE
Today, businesses are finding it increasingly difficult to maintain secure, reliable and
effective IT infrastructures and stable, clear strategies in a rapidly evolving business landscape.
These challenges are driven by global factors, social media impacts, the pervasive IOT (internet
of things) and the dynamic nature of how modern business is conducted. These and others factors
have substantial consequences that can derail a strategic plan and affect a business’ bottom line.

WHAT WE DO
We offer two solutions to address and overcome today’s emerging business challenges. First, our CIO Advisory Services
deliver a full range of strategic services to provide clear and reliable long-term guidance. Second, our “Cyber SWAT Team”
focuses on the more urgent and tactical issues that can confronted by any business.

CIO ADVISORY SERVICES
Dinocrates has built a senior team of experienced IT
and business professionals that are equipped and
prepared to assist any size organization in addressing
business challenges. Our CIO Advisory Services deliver
expertise that covers a broad range of technologies,
providing end-to-end capabilities that cover the range
of CIO / CTO / CISO / CPO challenges – from defining
IT strategy and managing the business / system
architecture, to measuring and maximizing IT value,
performance and compliance.

DINOCRATES CIO ADVISORY SERVICES
Strategic Planning
Alignment with
Corporate Strategy
Introduction of
Innovation
Business Roadmap &
Capital Investment

Performance

Cyber Security

Execution & Optimization
Consolidation (Data
Centers / Applications)
Enterprise Architecture
Infrastructure Builds, Upgrades
Enterprise Document Management
Integration
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Security Architecture
Risk Assessment /
Management
Privacy
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Transformation
Business Process Management
Performance Management
IT Operating Model
Operating Metrics
Compliance & Governance

DINOCRATES
“CYBER SWAT TEAM”
Dinocrates’ “Cyber SWAT Team” is an elite group of experts able to respond
on short notice to critical IT emergencies that suddenly confront your
business. Our team is prepared to step in to identify the issues, manage
immediate needs and create counter measures to mitigate potential damage.
We also offer a proactive posture where we can deploy a team to conduct the
due diligence required for critical evaluation for mergers and acquisitions.

DINOCRATES CYBER SWAT TEAM
Critical Response Team
Immediate Management Support
Analysis of Current Metrics
Assessment of Cyber Security Threats
Pen Testing

Merger & Acquisitions
Evaluate Potential Acquisition Targets
Assess Infrastructures / Application Suites
Integration Planning & Implementations

Privacy & Compliance

IT Operations

State & Federal Regulations
HIPAA / HITRUST
GDPR
Privacy Policy

New Platforms
Disaster Recovery
Risk Assessment

Innovations

Artificial Intelligence (AI)
Blockchain
Robotic Process Automation (RPA)

CONTACT US TO LEARN MORE
Bill Maguire, Chief Information Officer, Dinocrates Group LLC
Cell: 650-279-7927
bill.maguire@dinocratesgroup.com
ABOUT US
Dinocrates is a boutique strategy and technology advisory firm that partners with
clients from the public and private sectors to identify their highest-value opportunities,
addresses their most critical challenges, and transform their enterprises.
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